
Transaction Signing
What is Transaction Data Signing?

Transaction Data Signing is confirmation code generation functionality for increasing security 
in online banking transactions. 

Security Code generation is done via Secure Key devices by using a specific part of the 
transaction information such as beneficiary account.

What is Security Code?

Security Code is a transaction confirmation code that can be created via Secure Key. In order to 
sign each transaction a unique Security Code should be created and entered into the relevant 
fields in Business Internet Banking system.

For Which Type of Transactions I Need to Create a Security Code?

Security Code may only be used in money transfer transactions. Security Code shall not be 
required for electronic banking transactions other than money transfers such as EFT, Money 
Order and SWIFT.

How is Security Code Being Created?

Security Code is a code that you may be created via Secure Key. The following steps should be 
followed to create the code:

Sign Your Transaction

1. Hold the green button on your Secure Key for two seconds and 
 turn on your device. When you see “---- PIN” on the screen enter  
 your Secure Key PIN code until “HSBC” wording is shown.

2. Press the yellow button on the device for once until “-“ mark 
 appears on the Secure Key

3. Enter last 6 digits shown in red below into your Secure Key after 
 checking payee’s account number and press the yellow button to 
 create a Security Code.

4. Enter 6-digit number that appears in red at the end of the number  
 on the screen in your Secure Key and press the Yellow Button again.  
 Payee’s IBAN number: 560XXXXXXXXXXXXX00088299

5. Enter the 6-digit Security Code you have created via your Secure Key into the related field   
 shown below on the screen and click CONTINUE.  



Is It Possible to Use the Same Security Code for All Transactions?

Security Code to be used for Transaction Signing will be for single use only and it is necessary 
to create a new code for each transaction. The code created should be used before Secure Key 
turns off automatically. 

You will need to create a new code if the Security Code created is not entered in the relevant 
field before the device turns off.

Can I Sign My Transactions Without Secure Key?

Transaction Signing may only be executed with a Security Code created via Secure Key owned 
by the user. Business Internet Banking System will not accept any Security Code created by a 
Secure Key that is belonging to another user. System will show a transaction error message if 
the code is entered incorrectly.

Do I Need to Sign the Transaction for All Transactions With The Same Recipient?

When the relevant recipient is saved in Business Internet Banking system by use of “Save 
Recipient” functionality, it is not needed to sign the transactions for subsequent transfers to the 
same recipient.

Can I Disable Transaction Signing Functionality?

Transaction signing function is designed to provide additional security for electronic banking 
transactions and may not be disabled optionally.

What Happens If Security Code is Entered Incorrectly?

If Security Code is entered incorrectly, the system will ask you to re-enter the code. If the code 
is entered incorrectly for 10 times successively, Business Internet Banking password will be 
blocked. When the password is blocked, customers will need to get in touch with the relevant 
branch and activate their password.

Will Any Recipient Details Related to Transaction Be Lost In Case of Incorrect Code Entry?

If Security Code is entered incorrectly, the system will ask user to re-enter a new code. There 
will be no changes in recipient details due to incorrect entries.


